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Abstract

Mapping of buried objects and regionsof chemical and radiologicalcontamina-
tion is required at U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) buried waste sites. The
DOE OFfice of TechnologyDevelopmentRoboticsIntegratedProgramhas initiated
a project to developand demonstratea remotelycontrolledsubsurfacesensing
system,called the Remote CharacterizationSystem (RCS). This project, a
collaborativeeffort hy five of the NationalLaboratories,involvesthe
developmentof a unique low-signaturesurveyvehicle, a base station,radio
telemetrydata links, satellite-basedvehicletracking,stereovision, and
sensorsfor non-invasiveinspectionof the surfaceand subsurface.

To minimize interferencewith on-boardsensors,the survey vehiclehas been
constructedpredominatantlyof non-metallicmaterials. The vehicle is self-
propelledand will be guided by an operatorlocatedat a remote base station.
The RCS sensorswill be environmentallysealed and internallycooled to
preclude contaminationduring use. Ground-penetratingradar,magnetometers,
and conductivitydevices are plannedfor geophysicalsurveys. Chemical and
radiologicalsensorswill be providedto locate hot spots and to provide
isotopicconcentrationdata.

INTRODUCTION

The cleanupof hazardouswaste burialsites requiressite characteriza-
tion surveys to detect and map buriedwaste deposits (e.g.,trenches,pits,
and cribs), to locate and identifywaste-relatedfeatures(e.g.,tanks, pipes,
and cables), and to d_fine and assessgeologicaland hydrologicalfeatures
(e.g.,sedimentarylayers,bedrock,and the water table). Geophysical,
radiological,and chemical sensorsare routinelyused for these purposes.
Site characterizationsurveys are performedwith man-portableversions of
these instrumentsor, particularlywhen the area to be surveyedis large, with
vehicle-mountedinstruments. The formerapproachtends to be time consuming
and costly. The latter suffersfrom poor maneuverabilityand precision and
from the loss of sensor performancedue to interactionswith the vehicle.
Neither approachfully utilizesthe capabilitiesof the sensingtechnology
that is currentlyavailable.
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Some sites presenthazardsthat make it undesirableto perform site
characterizationsurveyswith human operatorseitheron foot or on board a
survey vehicle. Examplesare"

• Chemical and radioactivewaste disposalsites where leakageof liquid
wastes may have occurredor where the disintegrationof solid waste
materialsor containersfor liquidwaste may have caused the formation
of voids.

• Radioactivewaste disposalsites where surfacecontaminationis present.

• Areas where there is danger of a roof collapsein a near-surface
cave, tunnel, or mine.

To address these hazardsand operationalproblems,the U.S. Departmentof
Energy (DOE) is investigatingthe use of unmmannedvehicles and remotely
controlledinstrumentsin site characterizationsurveys. Under its Robotics
IntegratedProgram,DOE's Office of TechnologyDevelopmenthas initiatedthe
Remote CharacterizationSystem (RCS) Projectto develop and demonstratea
remotely controlled,vehicle-based,sensingsystem. Joint supportfor this
work is being provided by the U.S. Corps of EngineersToxic and Hazardous
MaterialsAgency.

The RCS Projectwas initiatedin FY 1992. To date, functionaldesign
criteria have been formalized,the detailedsystemdesign has been completed,
and assemblyof the major system componentsis nearly compleX'. An initial
field test of key system elementsis plannedin November, 1992. A formal
demonstrationof the RCS is plannedfor the summerof 1993 as part of the
DOE's Buried Waste IntegratedDemonstration. Technologytransferand benefi-
cial use of the RCS is planned for FY 1993 and FY 1994.

In the next major sectionof this paper,we present an overviewof the
RCS and briefly describeits major componentsor subsystems. Becausewe are
at an early stage in this plannedthree-yearproject,this discussionis
essentiallya projectoverviewand a progressreport.

The RCS Project has two primaryobjectives. The first is to develop a
remotely controlledsystemthat will performsite characterizationsurveys
that will be safer,more cost effective,more accurate,and more complete than
the surveys that are currentlybeing performed. The second is to develop
subsystemsthat will be applicableto otherwaste-relatedtasks that require
remote visualization,control,and trackingcapabilities.

The remote-controlcapabilitiesof the RCS will improve safety at
hazardoussites by reducingon-sitemanpowerrequirementsand by minimizing
the exposure of personnelto unnecessaryrisks. At these sites,and at other
sites that do not involveserioussurfacehazards,the RCS will also provide
the followingbenefits"

• Reduced costs and improvedtimelinessof site characterizationresults.

• Accurate automatedsensor trackingand data registration.

• A consistentdigitalbase for all sensordata.
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• Increased data density and more complete site coverage.

• Improved consistency and quality of data sets.

The utilization of RCS subsystems in other telerobotic applications offers
potential time and cost savings in other phases of site cleanup efforts. In
particular, RCStechnology will be transferable to the design of vehicles and
robotic systems that will be utilized in remediation activities such as the
excavation and handling of waste materials.

System Overview

A basic element of the RCSdesign philosophy is that the remotely
controlled survey vehicle and its instrumentation should be small, light, and
relatively inexpensive. This approach will' i) ensure that the vehicle will
have a minimal impact on the ground surface, 2) reduce the chance of causing a
ground collapse, 3) allow a high degree of mobility and maneuverability, 4)
make the system affordable so that multiple units can be deployed, and 5)
minimize the financial risk associated with extremely hazardous applications.
Another fundamental design requirement is that the vehicle must be constructed
predominantly of non-metallic materials so that it will have a minimum effect
on the operation of on-board geophysical sensors.

Figure I is an artist's conception of the system in a field application.
Although some of the details are different in the actual system, this picture
illustrates the basic system configuration. The vehicle is self-propelled and
is guided by an operator located at a remote base station. Telemetered video
signals give the operator the visual information needed to control the
vehicle. Digital commandsfor vehicle and instrument control are telemetered
to the vehicle. Data produced by the on-board sensors are telemetered from
the vehicle to the base station where they are recorded, processed, and dis-
played by a computer.

The full range of sensors to be supported by the vehicle and its instru-
ment package has not yet been defined, but will include ground-penetrating
radar (GPR), a metal detector, a magnetometer, an induction-type ground
conductivity sensor, and a radiological sensor.

The Survey Vehicle (LSV)

The vehicle subsystem is a key element of the RCS. It's compatibility
with the sensors, its stability, and its maneuverability will largely deter-
mine the quality of data received from the sensors during characterization
missions.

To ens,-re optimum performance of the sensors, we designed and constructed
a low-signature vehicle (LSV). lt contains approximately 130 Ibs of metal,
but this material is distributed so that it will have only a small effect on
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the on-board geophysical sensors. The most critical part of this effort was
to reduce the amount of magnetic material (steel) on the vehicle and to locate
unavoidable steel components as far from the magnetometers as possible.

A typical site for a geophysical field survey exhibits surface features
that make it difficult to operate a survey vehicle, even one with an on-board
driver. Such features include bushes, trees, fences, buildings, parked vehi-
cles or other machinery, open holes (collapse features), depressions, ditches,
hills, berms, rocks, and miscellaneous debris (wire, cable, 55-gal drums,
concrete blocks, etc). As the operator maneuvers the vehicle around a site
where these kinds of obstructions are present, it is inevitable that the
vehicle will encounter difficulties that wiil require the operator to perform
extraordinary maneuvers to extract it. In a situation of this kind, a lack of
maneuverability is likely to end the survey and initiate a mission to salvage
the vehicle. Therefore, the success of a remotely driven vehicle for this
application will depend on its ability to maneuver.

To maximize its maneuverability and its ability to extricate itself from
difficulties, we designed the LSV to be able to back up and to turn in place.
Although this might seem to be the obvious and normal thing to do, it has the
significant consequence that the vehicle cannot pull a trailer or support a
sensor on a boom. Thus, the payload must be carried on the vehicle and an
instrument bay must be kept free of mechanical components, both above and
below the vehicle, to accommodate the sensors and associated electronic compo-
nents. In particular, the large size of a ground-penetrating radar antenna
and the necessity of coupling it to the ground virtually dictated that the
vehicle be designed around it. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 2, the front
part of the chassis is an open structure that permits the GPR antenna to be
suspended between the front wheels.

The prototype vehicle that has been constructed at the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory is approximately 7 ft long and 5 ft wide. Its weight is approxi-
mately 600 Ibs, including a payload of approximately i00 Ibs. The LSV com-
ponents include the chassis, the engine, the drive train, and an electrical
power generator. They also include an on-board digital controller and
peripheral devices to monitor vehicle status and to provide low-level control
inputs to the vehicle.

We adopted a six-wheeled design with modified skid steering for the
vehicle. The choice of wheels rather than tracks was based in part on our
view that small wheeled vehicles operating on loose surfaces are more reliabRe
than tracked vehicles, require significantly less power and can be more easily
decontaminated. We considered a relatively small light vehicle with three
driven wheels on each side to be an optimum mechanical configuration. To
equalize wheel loading and to minimize the vertical movement of the instrument
platform in response to the roughness of the ground surface, we developed a
unique articulated chassis that has proven to be very effective.

The chassis consists of two main sections that form the rear third and
the forward two-thirds of the vehicle, respectively. A pivot located on the
vehicle's longitudinal axis provides terrain damping by allowing the the front
and rear sections of the chassis to rotate re_ative to each other. Additional
articulation and dampir,g are provided at the front end of the chassis. The
two wheels on each side of the front section of the vehicle are mounted at the
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ends of a horizontalarm. Each of the two arms is connectedby a bearingto
the ends of a yoke, or invertedU-shapedmember,that straddlesthe front part
of the chassis. Each arm is free to pivot about a transverseaxis locatedat
the center of the arm.

A 20-hp, gasoline-powered,2-cylinderengine is mountedon the rear
sectionof the chassis. A 12-V, 30-ampgeneratormountedon the engine
provides electricalpower for the sensors,controlmodules, and other
electronicdevices on the vehicle. A belt-drivenhydraulicpump, electroni-
cally controlledhydraulicvalves,and four hydraulicmotors provide power at
the front and rear wheels.

The LSV has been designedto climb and traverse 35° slopes,to have a
ground clearanceof 8 in. (exceptfor the GPR antenna),and to operate at
speeds up to 10 ft/s. These featurespermit operationson most of the terrain
presentat DOE waste burial sites.

NaviqationSubsystem

A differential,kinematic,GPS-basedsubsystemhas been developedas the
primarymeans of trackingthe surveyvehicle. The differentialconfiguration
involvesthe use of two receivermodules. The first is a remote_ or mobile,
module that is mounted on the LSV. This unit receivestrackingdata from a
set of five satellites. An embeddedcomputerand telemetryunit transmit
these data to a dedicatedcomputerin the RCS base station. The second GPS
module is attached to the vehiclethat houses the base-station, lt is fixed
in position for a given survey and provideserror-correctioninformationthat
is used by the GPS base-stationcomputerto computevehiclecoordinates.
Coordinatesaccurateto ±50 cm are calculatedin real time at a rate of 2
measurements/s. Coordinatesaccurateto ±10 cm can be calculatedin a post-
processingmode.

Communications Subsystem

Two radio-frequency (RF) data/command links provide Ethernet communica-
tions between the vehicle and the base station. One channel transmits
vehicle-control commands, video--control commands, and vehicle status data from
the base station to the LSV. The second channel transmits instrument setup
and control commandsto the LSV and sensor output data from the LSV to the
base station. Setup commandsare transmitted to each sensor prior to the
initiation of a survey, and parameter update commandscan be transmitted to
the sensors at any time. However, during the data collection phase of a sur-
vey, the sensor data are normally transmitted sequentially, without interven-
tion or commandsfrom the base station. This approach permits data to be tra-
nsmitted at a rate of approximately 35 kB/s. This data rate is needed primar-
ily to handle the 30-kB/s output of the GPRsensor as well as the output of
all of the other sensors. Separate RF channels are provided to handle video
transmissions.

High-Level Control Station (HLCS)

This subsystem is contained in the base-station vehicle. The central

iil component of this subsyst em is a console that includes an operator's chai r as

well as mechanical and electronic devices that permit the operator to control
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the LSV. A multi-processorcomputerperformshigh-levelcontrolfunctionsfor
operatingthe LSV and its sensors, lt also displays informationand data and
performs processingand displayoperationson collectedsensordata. A
secondaryoperator's stationallowsa geophysicistto view real-timedata or
to recall stored data files from previoussurveys. The layout of the contol
station is illustratedin Figure3.

The HLCS can accomodateand controla wide varietyof vehicleconfigura-
tions. This is facilitatedby the use of a joystickon one of the chairside
controlmodules. A large aircraft-stylejoystickcontrolsall directionand
motion functionsfor the LSV. Fore and aft motion of the joystickcontrols
the forwardand reversemovementof the vehicle. Side to side motion controls
turning. Rotationalmotion commandsthe skid-steeredvehicleto turn on its
axis. Additionalfunctionsprovidedon the side consoles includecamera pan
and tilt, lens control,emergencystop, and a graphicalmenu interface.

During a site survey,the base stationwill be remotelylocatedrelative
to the hazardousenvironmentand will communicatewith the vehicleand the on-
board instrumentationvia the RF telemetrylinks describedabove. The vehicle
needed to house and transportthe HLCS will be acquired and outfittedin FY93.
Supportcomponents,includingan enclosedtrailer for transportand storageof
the LSV, replacementcomponents,and maintenanceequipment,will also be added
in FY93.

Video Subsystem

The system operator must receive visual information from the LSV so that
he can _ecognize hazards and obstructions and can guide the vehicle around
them. Beyond this, it is vital that the informBtion available to the operator
be sufficiently detailed that he can make on-the-fly decisions regarding the
risks associated with anomalous features that the LSV will encounter in the
field (e.g., rocks, concrete blocks, holes, barbed wire, steel cable, and
vegetation).

A stereo video subsystem is being developed to provide the necessary
detailed visual information, lt includes cameras, camera control components
(pan, tilt, and focus), and the associated telemetry links. Two video chan-
nels are included to provide for stereo vision or for alternative operational
modes. A longer-term goal is to implement a data compression technique that
will permit both video channels to be transmitted on a single RF link.

Sensors

The primary sensing instruments that will be transported by the LSV are:
a GPRunit, two or three magnetometers, a metal detector, an electromagnetic
induction (EMl) ground-conductivity sensor, and a gammaray detector. A
chemical sensor under development at the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory might also be incorporated into this package. Not all of the sensors
will be mounted on the vehicle at any given time. This is largely due to
inherent differences in operating requirements or operating modes. In
particular, radiological and chemical sensors will probably be operated in a

- slow start-stop mode rather than the fast continuous-motion mode that is
appropriate for the geophysical sensors. Ali of these sensors operate in a

'i
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remote sensing mode, so will provide the desired information about subsurface
features by non-intrusive means.

Although most of the sensors included in the instrument package are off-
the-shelf items, modifications are being made to meet stringent requirements
on size, weight, electrical power, and ruggedness. Environmental requirements
include:

• waterproof and dustproof enclosures, connectors, and mechanical compo-
nents,

• no pass-through air flow,

• 0-II0 ° F minimum operational ambient temperature range, and

• decontaminatable with wash down.

In addition, each modified sensor includes a small embedded computer that pro-
vides interfacing to the RCScommunications network.

Participatinq Laboratories and Their Responsibilities.

This development project involves the collaboration of five DOENational
Laboratories, each of which has responsiblity for specific system components
and project activities:

Pacific Northwest Laboratorz - Task management, GPS navigation/tracking, vehi-
cle development, system integration, GPRsensor.

Oak Ridqe National Laborator_ - Base station, including subsystem for operator
interface and high-level control of the survey vehicle.

Sandia National Laberatory - Control system software, data display.

Lawrence Livermore National LaboratorN - Telemetry, video, advanced sensors.

Idaho National Enqineerinq Laborator_ - Buried Waste Program coordination,
magnetic sensor development.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The mission of the Robotics Integrated Program of DOE's Office of Tech-
nology Development is to produce needs-oriented, timely, and economical
robotics technologies for potential use in DOEenvironmental operations. The
goals of the RCSProject are consistent with that mission.

The RCSwill provide unprecea_nted waste site ch_racterization capa-
bility. Its design concept is based on earlier experience with a remotely
operated sensor platform. A first demonstration and evaluation of the
benefits of a remotely-operated integrated sensor platform was performed in
1991 at an INEL test site. While the benefits of a multi-sensor survey were
validated, several shortfalls in the initial system were identified. Because
the remotely operated vehicle that was used for this demonstration was not
built specifically for geophysical mapping, it interferred strongly with the
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instruments. Also, the large size of the vehicle limitedthe areas in which
it could be effectively deployed. These shortfallshave been factored into
the design of the RCS as describedin this paper.

Surveysof potentialuser groups indicatethat the RCS LSV will be useful
as a platformfor many types of surveysat sites where contaminationof the
system is a major concern. The near-realtime data interpretationand pre-
sentationcapabilityof the RCS will providesite remediatorswith data
requiredto supportdecisionsin a timelymanner and will improveproductivity
over presentlyavailablemeans.

One of the operationalmodes intendedfor RCS is work in parallelwith
waste site excavationcampaigns. Where soil propertieslimit the effective
depth of measurementof geophysicalinstruments,RCS will performrepetitive
surveysof waste excavationsas layersof soil are removed. Based on this re-
petitive information,the waste site remediatorwill make decisionsregarding
contaminationlevels and dispositionof overburdenand proximityto buried
objects.

RCS developmentactivitiesare plannedto continuefor the next two
years. During that period,the RCS Projectwill lead to meaningfuldem-
onstrationsat buried waste sites. An advisorygroup composedof site users
and technologistshas been identifiedto ensure that the RCS is responsiveto
site user requirements• Technologytrai_sferto potentialusers and to indus-
try is planned as part of the program.
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Figure I - Artist's conception of the RCS.
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Figure 2 - A drawingof the low-signaturesurveyvehicle.
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